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When I want you to understand my needs. Testimonials Sailing is a very stressful sport and requires total trust. My sailing partner has a very
high level of trust in me but we trust each other on a deep and fundamental level because we have boat to boat been through it all. Trust and
security is critical. Thanks for a truly excellent product, very professional delivery and service and excellent follow up.Q: What is the best

way to solve 'Invalid Type?' when pass an argument to async method? I'm trying to use an async method to process a queue and I'm receiving
an error Invalid type because I'm passing a string argument. What I am trying to do is make this call async because I'm limited on network

bandwidth and so I don't want to wait for the data before I return the data. I know this means that I have to pass in a string. private async Task
RetrieveQueue(string queueId) { return await SMSRetrieveQueueContent(queueId); } I can't use a return await instead of a task and while I

know that I could convert the type to int and use the overloaded method, it seems like there is a better way. A: I can't use a return await
instead of a task and while I know that I could convert the type to int and use the overloaded method, it seems like there is a better way. No,
there isn't. Asynchronous methods return a Task and Task is not a string. To circumvent this, you need to convert the string to Task: private
Task RetrieveQueue(string queueId) { return Task.FromResult(await SMSRetrieveQueueContent(queueId)); } Then you can use the method

in your current way: // await the method string queueId = await RetrieveQueue("example-queue-id"); It is important to note that since
queueId is an awaitable, it will be evaluated synchronously. When you await the method, you don't wait for it, but you get the value the

method returns. As such, there is no need for the await keyword on the method itself. I'm limited on network bandwidth and so I don't want to
wait for the data 3da54e8ca3
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